Test of
Beech King Air B200 HD-Series
Produced by Carenado

The Beechcraft B200 King Air is a fixed wing, twin turboprop civilian and military utility aircraft that
fits 1-2 pilots and has the capacity to transport up to 13 passengers for a distance of up to 1.800 nmi.
The B200 King Air is part of the Beechcraft King Air family that covers the model 90 series, 100 series,
200 series and the 300 series. Originally the 200 and the 300 series were marketed as the “Super” King
Air family, but the “Super” was dropped back in 1996.
Beech Aircraft Corporation (today Beechcraft Division of Hawker Beechcraft) started production of
the B200 back in 1972 for the US military and in 1974 they began the production of the civilian version
which has been in continuous production ever since and is now the aircraft in its class that has the
longest production run of any civilian aircraft.

Specs









Produced by Beechcraft
First flight October 27th 1972
Introduction 1972 (civilian 1974)
Role Utility Aircraft
Status Active
Built +3550
Unit costs US$ 5,24-7,57 mio (2009)
Primary users
o U.S. Armed Forces
o RFDS Australia

I received this add-on directly from Carenado and the download went as usual very quickly and
completely without any issues. The connection to the Carenado download server is super so the
download time was very short.

The installation also went as expected – very easy and quick by using the very user friendly
installation wizard. By activating the installation wizard the complete installation was carried
out automatically.
After the installation was finished I opened my FSX folders to verify if the installation wizard
had installed the files as I wanted it to. In this case the files were installed perfectly.
Hereafter I opened up my FSX to check my virtual hangar and to see if the aircrafts was also
correctly placed in here – I found the King Air together with other add-ons that I have from
Carenado so everything was installed perfectly.
I quickly discovered that you with this model from Carenado also get additional liveries which I
think is superb – you have several civilian versions together with one military version from the
Swedish Air Force – Very nice detail indeed.
When you purchase this add-on from Carenado you both get an FSX version but also a P3D
version. This you get free of charge and I find that to be really superb customer service. However
in this review I will only describe the FSX version.
This Carenado model is very authentic, and for that reason Carenado has also included 9
different PDF manuals so that the simmer can get all aspects of being a King Air pilot. This was
indeed really nice to see and this will most defiantly increase the realism for the simmer when
using the manual for all the complex systems that this King Air is equipped with.
I started with an external tour around the aircraft to get a feeling of the model. This is indeed a
very realistic and authentic model and when I compared the model to several pictures of the real
King Air, the resemblance was remarkable. The model is extremely close to the real deal and I
like the fact that the model that Carenado has created, is actually a newer one where you have
the small winglets.
The model is covered with high quality textures and features a superb clean finish. On the model
I found lots of various details that characterize this specific aircraft and together with that I
checked out the lighting effect which is also very nice. The lights are placed according to the
schematics that I could find of this aircraft and the light effect is clean, clear and bright and very
realistic.
Furthermore the model also features various animations as propellers turning, door open and
closes including the steps, gear, suspension and wheels turning + nose wheel steering, various
control surfaces and flaps etc. Together with all this the model also features specific smoke effect
when starting up the engines.

Going from the outside of this very beautiful aircraft, I took the steps into a completely modeled
and animated virtual leather cabin. This virtual cabin is very well made and resembles the virtual
cabin that the C90B from Carenado uses. In the virtual cabin I found e.g. animated tables at the
seats and the door between the cockpit and the cabin can also open and close. You also have a
perfect view of the wings and the animated ailerons.
The textures used in the virtual cabin are also of very good quality and the finish and the details
here are close to being perfect. This model features a lot of additional views and two of these
views are actually from the seats here in the virtual cabin. When using these views I found the
virtual cabin to be very realistic. I actually had a flight where I changed my pilot view to be the
cabin seat looking towards the cockpit, and then of course the doors for the cockpit was open.
This gave me a very nice feeling of how it would be to be a VIP flying in this aircraft.

Now I entered the cockpit – the King Air is equipped with only a virtual cockpit and no 2D
cockpit. This however is no problem because I only use the virtual cockpit. The virtual cockpit
included in this model is fantastic and very much like the real King Air cockpit. I compared the
virtual cockpit against several real King Air cockpit pictures, and it was very easy for me to see
that Carenado again had made a superb virtual cockpit.
There are put in a lot of energy and effort to get everything so beautiful created and to get all
systems working. The virtual cockpit features various animations as the controls, various
switches, buttons etc. The textures used in the virtual cockpit are of a very high quality and the
finish is stunning. Clear, clean and sharp edges and an incredible depth experience make this
virtual cockpit very realistic.
To spice it all up and provide the simmer with the best experience of a realistic King Air cockpit
atmosphere, Carenado has included call-outs sound files, which just improves the overall
experience of this aircraft. The gauges used are all of great quality and very realistic.

The sound set included for this model is really good and resembles the very unique sound that
the real King Air has. These twin turboprop engines have a superb sound that you could easily
fall in love with. That is also some of the things that real King Air pilots love about their aircraft. I
tested the sound set in both stereo and 7.1 surround sound and both worked perfectly.
When flying this extremely detailed aircraft that is covered with high quality textures and has a
very complex and realistic virtual cockpit I wondered if this would impact my computers
performance – this was however not the case! It is a superb model but it had no impact on my
computers performance at all.
The flight dynamics are in my opinion very realistic, but since I have not flown a real King Air in
real life I cannot confirm it. I have looked at various specs of the aircraft and compared the
aircraft to other add-on aircraft that shares the same or similar specs, and my conclusion is that
the flight dynamics has to be very realistic.

I love the fact that when spooling the engines you have the spooling delay – this is most certainly
something that is very important when coming in for landing. Here you really have to be careful
and plan ahead. Another feature that is really good is the reverse thruster which actually works –
when I applied these during the landing roll, I could actually see my speed being affected by the
use of them. This was indeed very surprising and a superb detail.
My conclusion for this aircraft is – you get a superb, high quality, very realistic and beautiful
aircraft that are true to the real King Air. The aircraft is filled with high quality textures, details,
animations and effects and Carenado has been able to create the very unique atmosphere that
surrounds this very beautiful aircraft.
I will recommend all simmers to try out this bird – it gave me an amazing experience and if you
liked the old FS9 B200 from AeroWorx, then you will simply just love this one.

I rate this add-on aircraft created by Carenado with 5/5-stars and on top of that I also award
Carenado with the Rays Aviation Gold Award. This is only the third time this award has been
given, but this aircraft really deserves it and hereby Carenado enters the Rays Aviation Hall of
Fame. I thank Carenado for creating and sharing this very beautiful classic aircraft with the rest
of the flightsim community.

Rays Aviation

Specifications (King Air B200)

General characteristics










Crew: 1–2
Capacity: 13 passengers
Length: 43 ft 9 in (13.34 m)
Wingspan: 54 ft 6 in (16.61 m)
Height: 15 ft 0 in (4.57 m)
Wing area: 303 ft² (28.2 m²)
Empty weight: 7,755 lb (3,520 kg)
MTOW: 12,500 lb (5,670 kg)
Power plant: 2 × P & W Canada PT6A-42 Turboprops, 850 shp (635kW) each

Performance









Maximum speed: 339 mph (294 knots, 545 km/h) at 25,000 ft (7,600m)
Cruise speed: 333 mph (289 knots, 536 km/h) at 25,000 ft (7,620 m) (max cruise)
Stall speed: 86 mph (75 knots, 139 km/h) IAS (flaps down)
Range: 2,075 mi (1,800 nm, 3,338 km) with maximum fuel and 45 minute reserve
Service ceiling: 35,000 ft (10,700 m)
Rate of climb: 2,450 ft/min (12.5 m/s)
Wing loading: 41.3 lb/ft² (201.6 kg/m²)
Power/mass: 0.14 hp/lb (220 W/kg)

